The world as we know it has changed, and so has your business. In this new world, staying productive means staying connected. You must be able to work anywhere, with your mobile phone or laptop, and access any application. To defend against this expanding attack surface and increasingly sophisticated threat actors, you can keep adding individual security products. But stitching together point solutions leaves you with security gaps, fragmented visibility, complex management, and limited options to scale. Think Simple. Think Secure, Think Harmony.

**The Industry’s First Unified Security Solution for Users, Devices and Access**

Check Point Harmony consolidates six security products to provide uncompromised protection and simplicity for everyone. It protects devices and internet connections from the most sophisticated attacks while ensuring Zero-Trust Access to corporate applications.

---

**Simple to use**
Consolidates six security products for complete user & access protection

**Simple to manage**
Unified and intuitive cloud-based management

**Simple to buy**
An all-inclusive, per-user subscription model

---
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Harmony Key Capabilities:

- Securely connect users to any resource, anywhere, with cloud-delivered network security powered by 11 SASE services.
- Provide clientless zero-trust access to any corporate application, from any web browser (web application, database, remote desktop, SSH remote terminal).
- Enable a secure, fast, and private internet browsing experience with the industry’s first in-browser protection to inspect 100% of SSL traffic.
- Protect user email and collaboration apps such as Office 365, MS Exchange, Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive, and G-Suite.
- Prevent threats on user devices with complete endpoint protection and a mobile threat defence solution.

360° User Protection

Whether it’s a phishing attempt, malicious email attachment or zero-day ransomware, Harmony protects your users from all cyber threats, across all attack vectors.

Proven and Tested

Highest possible overall threat block rate of 99.1% (NSS Labs 2020 AEP market report)

Powered by Threat Cloud

Real-time threat intelligence derived from hundreds of millions of sensors worldwide

Prevention-focused

Leverages 60+ threat prevention engines and AI to prevent attacks before they happen
The Harmony Product Suite

Harmony Endpoint – Complete Endpoint Protection

Complete security solution built to protect user PCs and laptops from today’s complex threat landscape.

- Full Endpoint Protection from the most imminent threats such as ransomware, phishing, and malware.
- Fastest recovery enables you to quickly minimize breach impact with autonomous detection and response.

Harmony Browse- Secure Internet Browsing

Enable a secure, fast, and private internet browsing experience with the industry’s first in-browser protection to inspect 100% of SSL traffic.

- Prevent malware downloads.
- Prevent phishing attacks and corporate credential reuse.
- Block access to websites deemed inappropriate by company policies.

Harmony Email & Office – Secure user mailboxes and productivity apps

Complete protection for Office 365 and G Suite.

- Block sophisticated phishing attacks.
- Block malicious attachments while providing safe & clean versions within seconds.
- Prevent sensitive business data leakage (DLP).

Harmony Mobile – Mobile Threat Defense

Securing employees’ mobile devices to keep corporate data safe across all attack vectors.

- Comprehensive protection across applications, network, OS & device vulnerabilities.
- Simple Management: Harmony Mobile fits perfectly into your existing mobile environment by deploying and scaling quickly.
- User Friendly: protects devices with no impact on user experience or privacy.
The Harmony Product Suite

Harmony Connect - Securely Connect Users to Anywhere

Harmony Connect is redefining the Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) by making it easy to connect any user or branch to any resource, anywhere, without compromising security. Powered by multiple cloud-delivered network security services, Harmony Connect offers a secure and fast local connection, anywhere.

- **Clientless remote access** - Provides employees and contractors secure and easy access to any corporate application (including web applications, databases, remote desktops, and SSH remote terminals), with simple SaaS-like access from any web browser and any device (even mobile and home PCs).

- **Secure Internet Access** – Protect remote users as they browse the web, and secure branch office SD-WAN with the industry’s best malware catch rate.

Summary

**Check Point Harmony** is the industry’s first unified security solution for users, devices and access, consolidating six products to provide uncompromised security and simplicity for everyone. It protects devices and internet connections from the most sophisticated attacks while ensuring Zero-Trust Access to corporate applications - all in a single solution that is easy to use, manage and buy.

With Harmony, your users get the same level of protection regardless of where they are, the applications they access, or devices they use. Whether it’s a phishing attempt, a malicious email attachment, or zero-day ransomware, the solution protects them from all cyber threats, across all attack vectors. Powered by revolutionary AI engines and the industry’s most extensive threat intelligence network, Harmony stops attacks before they happen.

Learn more about Harmony and sign up for demo.